
ROBYN MCCORQUODALE - Singer ~ Pianist ~ Performer
Robyn McCorquodale is more than a credited musician and international 
entertainer. She’s an inspired artist with a story to share. Her music is 
uplifting and powerful. Her songs are relevant and meaningful. Her 
storytelling is thoughtful and engaging. Singing and playing your favourite 
jazz, broadway, pop and country classics, as well as her self-penned tunes, 
she’s a versatile artist and seasoned entertainer with a passion to perform 
music that energizes and uplifts hearts.

A native of Vancouver, Canada, Robyn’s performance experience began at 
the age of 10, after winning a community talent contest that subsequently 
allowed her the opportunity to perform in a variety of care homes, hospitals 
and health facilities throughout the Vancouver lower mainland. Her formal 
music training began with The Royal Conservatory in classical piano and 

voice, followed by a Bachelor of Music from the University of British Columbia. 
Soon to embrace popular music genres, her professional journey began with a unique 60 day adventure singing in Southeast Asia 
for the richest man in the world. She has since toured all seven continents, performing shows at home in Vancouver and abroad, 
living her passions of music, travel and meeting new friends around the globe.

An artist with an extensive and varied repertoire, Robyn can customize a show to fit your audience, and can perform solo, or in a 
variety of ensembles, depending on the venue. Enthusiastic to share her music, here’s what the critics have to say about Robyn …

“Riveting songstress” ~ Andrew Martin, NiteLifeExchange, NYC 

“A strong, ringing voice that’s perfectly lovely and certainly polished’’  ~ David Hurst, Show Business, NYC  

"Distinguished by a vivacious optimism and her assured voice.” ~ Tom Harrison, The Province, Vancouver BC 

“Impressive vocal delivery ... delightful story songs" ~ Mark Anthony Brennan, BC Musician Magazine, Vancouver BC 

"An intimate, one-of-a-kind experience that leaves you totally impressed” ~ Laurie Lawson, Electronic Link Journey, NYC 

"Personable entertainer … lilting pianist … fine voice … innovative and intriguing” ~ Peter Leavy, Cabaret Scenes, NYC 

"When it comes to the combination of entertaining and inspiring, Robyn can – and does” ~ Peter Haas, Theater Pizzazz, NYC 

"No one writes and sings uplifting songs as beautifully as Robyn … gorgeous and inspiring songs … positive and hopeful energy”  
~ Skyy Powers, CFRO Radio 100.5 FM, Vancouver BC 

“Her wealth of talents: a strong yet nuanced singing voice; colorful, jazz-flavored piano work; innate charm; intelligence and good spirits” 
~ Peter Haas, Cabaret Scenes, NYC 

“Engaging, uplifting and intelligent … a conduit of the human heart in song … an enchanted voice, a journeyman’s gift for songwriting and 
expressing the human heart ” ~ John Hoglund, Broadway World, NYC 

Contact Information:
Robyn McCorquodale
robyn@robynsong.com
www.robynsong.com / www.diaryofapianogirl.com

Robyn Live at the Orpheum Annex, Vancouver, BC - Please Click HERE

mailto:robyn@robynsong.com
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https://youtu.be/J-p-YoHHc8k

